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by JOSH CENTERS
The Apple Card is now available to every iPhone user in the
United States. The company said nothing about when it might
become available in other countries.
You can apply by tapping the plus button in the upper-right
corner of the Wallet app. Your application is subject to credit
approval, but I haven’t heard of many rejections, and some people
are being approved for the Apple Card with relatively low credit
scores—CNBC had an article about how Apple and Goldman
Sachs were dipping into the subprime lending market. If you
apply and are rejected, let us know in the comments.

As we’ve noted before, the Apple Card carries no fees, but you’ll be subject to an APR between 12.99
and 23.99%, depending on your creditworthiness.
Once approved, you can begin using the Apple Card immediately through Apple Pay and in
non-Apple Pay online transactions. You can find your Apple Card number and other information by
opening Wallet, tapping your Apple Card, then the
••• button, and finally Card Information.
In addition to accessing your card through
Wallet and Apple Pay, you’ll receive a titanium
card in the mail a few days after your approval. If
you regularly engage in gunplay with international
terrorists, note that it is bullet-proof.
Activation of the physical Apple Card is as easy as
tapping a few buttons on your iPhone and placing
the iPhone against the packaging, which contains a
hidden NFC tag.
Continued on page 4
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MEETING DATES

The Saturday SMMUG Special Interest Group Our regular monthly meetings are on the second
(SIG) will meet from 10:00 AM to 12:00 Noon, Monday of every month. Upcoming meeting
Saturday, September 14, 2019, in the CityMac dates are as follows:
Store’s meeting room. The address is: 5020 N.
Nevada land it is located in the University Village
shopping Center.
September 9, 2019
The First part starting at 10:00 we will focus on
October 14, 2019
Maps & Find My Friends. Starting at 11:00 will
November 4, 2019*
focus on iOS, helping everyone become both
December 9, 2019
comfortable and proficient with their iPhone,
iPad, and iPod mobile devices.
* Meeting Date changes
All are invited, but new users are especially
encouraged to attend. Bring your tips and tricks,
questions and suggestions.
For more information about Special Interest
Groups (SIGs), go to the SMMUG website.
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ADVERTISING
You can advertise your business or service
through the Silicon Summit.
RATES
Per inch
$10
Quarter page
$15
Half page
$25
Full page
$50
Insert
$15
A 10% discount is applied for ads that
run two or more months, except for
inserts.
Sponsoring Memberships are also
available to merchants who want to see
their business name and address listed on
the front page. Sponsoring Memberships
are $100 for one year.

THIS MONTH AT SMMUG
September 9, 2019
6:00
6:45
7:00
8:00

Q&A Session
Networking Break
3-D by Ron & Laurrell
Adjourn

Future Presentations
Oct: iOS 13, MacOs Catalina by Jim
Nov: Rich Voelker, Catalina
Dec: Annual Meeting, David Cox
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Club News
Announcements
Door Prizes For The September Meeting:
SeeFinance 2 [Software]
$10 gift card
Apple water bottle
Pin
Notebook
iPad cover/keyboard
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Pizza Party
We had a nice turnout for our annual pizza party. Those that came
had a lot of fun, fellowship, and good pizza.
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Continued from page 1
The shiny titanium card is lovely, but Apple advises you to keep it
away from other credit cards, leather, and denim. Perhaps your best
option for storing the physical Apple Card is to put it in a nice frame on
the wall and stick with Apple Pay. Or maybe Apple will introduce a $30
Apple Card case.
Apple Card’s main draw is its daily cash-back rewards, which are as
follows:
• 3% back on purchases made directly from Apple, including the
Apple Store, the App Store, iCloud storage, and iTunes
• 2% back on Apple Pay purchases made from non-Apple retailers
• 1% back on all other purchases, including those made with the
physical Apple Card
Additionally, Apple has announced that all Uber services, including
Uber ride-sharing and Uber Eats, qualify for the 3% reward. Apple said it
“will continue to add more popular merchants and apps in the coming
months.”
To further maximize the benefits of your new Apple Card, check out
“How to Get the Most from Your Apple Card Benefits” (14 August
2019).
Opt-Out of Arbitration
One last tip: You have 90 days from the time you open your Apple Card account to opt out of Goldman Sachs’s arbitration clause, which
prevents you from participating in a class-action lawsuit against Apple and Goldman Sachs regarding the Apple Card. It says:
Credit is being extended to you and you are being provided access to and use of your Account on the basis of the inclusion of the following
arbitration provision. By accepting this Agreement or using your Account, unless you reject arbitration as provided below, you acknowledge that
YOU ARE GIVING UP THE RIGHT TO LITIGATE CLAIMS (AS DEFINED BELOW) AND THE RIGHT TO INITIATE OR
PARTICIPATE IN A CLASS ACTION. You hereby knowingly and voluntarily WAIVE THE RIGHT TO BE HEARD IN COURT OR
HAVE A JURY TRIAL on all Claims subject to
this Agreement. You further acknowledge that you
have read this arbitration provision carefully, agree to
its terms, and are entering into this Agreement
voluntarily and not in reliance on any promises or
representations whatsoever except those contained in
this Agreement.
Thankfully, it’s super easy to opt out:
1. Open the Wallet app.
2. Tap your Apple Card.
3. Tap the ••• button in the upper-right corner.
4. Tap Message.
5. Send a message like “Hi, I would like to
reject arbitration.”
The Apple representative will put you in touch
with someone from Goldman Sachs in the same
message thread. It’s a painless process that takes only
a few minutes and lets you retain your legal rights.
How to Get the Most from Your Apple Card Benefits

by JOSH CENTERS

Apple Card invites are rolling out for those who signed up for the preview of Apple’s new credit card. Coverage has been intense—Macworld
has a FAQ that covers all the details, and Jeff Porten wrote about its implications earlier this year for TidBITS in “Apple Card: More Than Just a
Credit Card” (28 March 2019). Rather than cover such heavily trodden ground again, I wanted to explain how you can maximize your Apple Card
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benefits.
The Apple Card’s signature perk is daily cash rewards, which vary depending on what you buy and
how you buy it. You’ll receive:
• 3% back on purchases made directly from Apple, including the Apple Store, the App Store,
iCloud storage, and iTunes
• 2% back on Apple Pay purchases made from non-Apple retailers
• 1% back on all other purchases, including those made with the physical Apple Card
Use Apple Card for Your Apple Services
An easy way to get that 3% cash-back is to use your Apple Card for all of your Apple services.
Apple provides a shortcut in the Apple Card settings to do just that:
1. Open the Wallet app.
2. Tap your Apple Card.
3. Tap the ••• button in the upper-right corner.
4. Scroll down and tap Make Default at Apple.
These steps make your Apple Card the default payment method for all of your transactions with Apple, including app purchases from the App
Store, Apple TV subscriptions, iCloud storage, your Apple Music plan, and even AppleCare if you choose to pay per month.
You can double-check that Apple Card is your default by going to Settings > Your Name > Payment & Shipping. Your Apple Card should be
listed as the first payment method.
If you have an Apple Watch, you can check to see if the Apple Card is its default payment method by opening the Watch app and tapping My
Watch > Wallet & Apple Pay > Default Card.
Use Apple Pay
Of course, Apple wants to incentivize you to use Apple Pay, which is why the company gives you 2% cash-back on every purchase you make with
it through Apple Card. Apple Pay is well-enough established at this point that I won’t bore you with a complete guide, but here are some quick
pointers on using it:
• To make sure your Apple Card is the default Apple Pay method, go to Settings > Wallet & Apple Pay, and scroll down to Default Card. If it’s
not Apple Card, tap it and choose Apple Card.
• To use Apple Pay in a store, double-press your iPhone’s Home or side button and authenticate with Touch ID or Face ID. Alternatively,
activate it from your Apple Watch by double-pressing the side button. Once you’ve activated Apple Pay, hold your device near the card reader.
• Figuring out what stores take Apple Pay can be
tricky. Apple has a list of Apple Pay partners,
but your best bet is to look for one of these
symbols around the register. If you’re not sure,
ask the cashier.
Remember
that you can use Apple Pay in some
•
iOS apps like Lyft and on some Web sites when
viewed in Safari, like the new, improved Take
Control site. You don’t have to use Safari to use
your Apple Card online, but you’ll get only 1%
cash-back instead of the 2% that comes with
Apple Pay purchases. Look for your card number,
date, and security code in Apple Card settings
under Card Information (remember, tap the •••
button in the card’s listing in the Wallet app).
• If you suspect your Apple Card number has been
compromised, you can request a new card number from the Card Information screen.
Use Apple Card with the iPhone Upgrade Program
If you subscribe to Apple’s iPhone Upgrade Program, you can switch your payment method to the Apple Card to get that 3% cash-back with
every monthly payment. But how you change your payment method isn’t obvious, and Apple doesn’t explain it.
The iPhone Upgrade Program is managed by Citizens One, so if you need to do anything with it other than buying or trading in an iPhone, you’ll
have to create a Citizens One account. As I discussed in “The iPhone Upgrade Program: A Year in Review” (30 November 2017), the hardest
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part is creating a password that conforms to all of Citizen
One’s byzantine requirements. You’ll also need your loan
number, which you can find in one of your monthly
email receipts from Citizens One.
Once you’ve set up your account, log in and click
Change Payment Account under your current balance.
Click the dropdown list labeled Change My Payment
Account, and choose Add a New Payment Account.
Again, you can find your Apple Card number and
other information by opening Wallet, tapping your
Apple Card, then the ••• button, and finally Card
Information. After you click Confirm, your Apple Card
should be the default payment method for your iPhone Upgrade Program subscription.
Claim Your Cash
One of the unique benefits of the Apple Card is that Apple credits you with your cash-back payments
every day, but it’s not immediately obvious how you access that cash. Apple pays you through its Apple Pay
Cash system and puts the money on that virtual card.
If you look at your cards in Wallet, you should see Apple Pay Cash in the stack, along with its current
balance if you have one. Tap that card to see your latest transactions, including your Apple Card’s Daily
Cash rewards.
You can use Apple Pay Cash to send money to friends (see “How to Use Apple Pay Cash for
Person-to-Person Transactions,” 7 December 2017), but if you want to spend that money anywhere else,
you’ll have to withdraw it first. While viewing your Apple Pay Cash card, tap that ••• button and then
Transfer to Bank. You’ll need to have a bank account tied to Apple Pay Cash if you don’t already.
Avoid Interest Charges
There are no fees associated with the Apple Card, which is great, but that doesn’t mean it’s free to use. If you carry a balance, you’ll be paying an
annual percentage rate of anywhere between 12.99% and 23.99% on the balance. Your payment is due on the last day of every month, and although
you’ll receive a notification to pay it, it’s all too easy to miss or be unable to complete the transaction. For instance, if you lose your iPhone, there’s
currently no way to pay your bill otherwise!
Thankfully, you can set up automatic payments so you’ll never be charged interest:
1. Go to Apple Card settings by opening Wallet, tapping your Apple Card, tapping the ••• button, and tapping Scheduled Payments.
2. Tap Continue.
3. Tap Pay My Bill.
4. Tap Next.
5. Keep “When Payment Is Due” selected and tap Next.
6. Authorize with Touch ID, Face ID, or your Apple ID password.
You’ll also need to have a bank account set up in Apple Card settings > Bank Accounts. If you already have a bank account linked to Apple Pay
Cash, you can link that to your Apple Card with just a couple of taps.

ExtraBITS
FAA Warns Airlines about 2015 15-inch MacBook Pros -- You may have trouble flying with a recalled 2015 15-inch MacBook Pro due to its
potential fire hazard. It remains to be seen how airline and airport staff will distinguish between affected and unaffected units and those whose
batteries have been replaced.
What It’s Like to Be Banished from Apple’s Garden -- Can you imagine what life would be like if Apple locked you out of your Apple ID?
Unfortunately, it can happen through no fault of your own and may not be easy to fix.
The HomePod Is Slated to Debut in Japan -- Apple’s HomePod smart speaker is headed to Japan, indicating that Apple is far from giving up on it,
despite its small market share.
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Macs & Accessories
Apple Announces Siri Privacy Reforms
by JOSH CENTERS
The Apple world was stunned last month when a whistleblower revealed that Apple contractors were listening to
recorded Siri interactions, a process Apple calls “grading” and that is intended to improve Siri interactions (see “Apple
Workers May Be Listening to Your Siri Conversations,” 29 July 2019). It’s a common industry practice—
Amazon, Google, and Microsoft all do it to improve their respective voice assistants—but Apple users had assumed
that Apple’s stance that privacy is a fundamental human right would preclude such clearly creepy behavior.
Apple quickly suspended the program and told TechCrunch that it would be making changes (see “Apple
Suspends Siri’s “Response Grading” Eavesdropping,” 2 August 2019). Now Apple has apologized formally,
saying:
As a result of our review, we realize we haven’t been fully living up to our high ideals, and for that we apologize.
The company also said that it plans to resume the grading program once updated versions of its operating systems
become available within the next few months, with the following changes:
• The resumed program will be opt-in only.
• Apple will no longer retain audio recordings from Siri but will continue to rely on computer-generated transcripts to improve Siri.
• Only Apple employees will be allowed to listen to Siri audio samples.
• Apple will “work to delete” any recordings of inadvertently triggered Siri interactions.
In a support note titled “Siri Privacy and Grading,” Apple also pointed out that less than 0.2% of Siri requests were reviewed under the grading
program and that Siri uses a random identifier while processing your data, which is never tied to an Apple ID. Apple said that Siri uses as little data as
possible to answer queries. For instance, when you ask Siri to read your messages, the text of those messages are never passed to a server.
Apple is doing the right thing here, but it’s regrettable that it took a whistleblower to prompt this change. That fact alone damages Apple’s
privacy-focused image. It’s also unfortunate that Apple isn’t taking Adam Engst’s suggestion to empower Siri users by letting them make their own
corrections—see “Why Can’t Users Teach Siri about Its Mistakes?” (14 August 2019). And there’s a human cost to Apple’s privacy reforms: at
least 300 contractors have lost their jobs as a result.
Apple Offers Genuine iPhone Parts and Tools to Independent Repair Shops
by ADAM ENGST
After taking justified flak in the media for user-hostile actions toward independent
hardware repair shops (see “Apple Continues to Harass Tiny Norwegian Repair Shop,”
10 June 2019) and even individuals who want to repair their own devices (see “Apple Starts
Locking iPhone Batteries to Thwart Independent Repair,” 9 August 2019), Apple has
seemingly reversed course.
The company has announced the Independent Repair Program, which will provide
independent repair businesses, regardless of size, with the same genuine parts, tools, training,
repair manuals, and diagnostics for iPhone repairs as it gives to Apple Authorized Service
Providers. After piloting the program with 20 repair business in North America, Europe, and
Asia, Apple is launching the program in the United States with plans to expand it to other
countries.
There’s no cost for repair shops to join the Independent Repair Program, although the application information notes that applicants must be
established businesses in a commercially zoned area, and all repairs using genuine iPhone parts must be performed by an Apple-certified technician.
While Apple deserves praise for finally acknowledging that it needs the help of independent repair businesses to meet the burgeoning repair needs
of the hundreds of millions of iPhone users, there are some caveats and questions to keep in mind.
• iPhone only: The Independent Repair Program is explicitly only for the iPhone. It’s conceivable that Apple could expand it to other devices in
the future, but the company may not want to encourage competition in areas where it feels it and Apple Authorized Service Providers can meet
demand.
• Common repairs only: In its description, Apple says that the Independent Repair Program will cover “a variety of out-of-warranty iPhone
repairs, such as iPhone display and battery replacements.” It’s not clear what will happen if you take a broken iPhone to an independent shop
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and the problem turns out to be outside the scope of what the Independent Repair Program covers. Will the shop ship the broken iPhone to
Apple for you? Will they tell you to do it? Or will they go ahead and repair the iPhone anyway, even if they can’t do it with Apple’s blessing?
• Cost: In its coverage, iFixit notes that although batteries were priced reasonably during Apple’s pilot program, replacement screens for the
iPhone XS Max were priced above Apple’s own out-of-warranty repair cost. That means shops will have to charge quite a bit more than Apple to
pay for labor costs and overhead. Will this be a case of Apple allowing independent repair, but pricing it such that it won’t be able to compete on
cost?
• Right to Repair: Nothing Apple said in relation to the Independent Repair Program suggest that it would be designing its hardware with ease of
repair in mind, or in such a way that individuals would be more able to repair their own devices. Having just spent 5 or 6 hours with my son
Tristan disassembling and reassembling a dead 2011 27-inch iMac so we could bring its video card back to life by baking it in the oven, I can
say with assurance that Apple doesn’t make things easy. (Our efforts paid off, and the iMac works once again!)
Unsurprisingly, Apple continues to frame the entire situation in terms of “safety” and “reliability.” Jeff Williams, Apple’s chief operating officer,
said:
We believe the safest and most reliable repair is one handled by a trained technician using genuine parts that have been properly engineered and
rigorously tested.
It’s undoubtedly true that repairs are best made with properly engineered parts, but Apple’s rhetoric rings a bit hollow given that fires caused by
Apple-genuine batteries caused the 2015 MacBook Pro to be banned by various airlines (see “Stop Using Your 2015 15-inch MacBook Pro,”
20 June 2019). (As an aside, read the comments on “FAA Warns Airlines about 2015 15-inch MacBook Pros,” 14 August 2019, for suggestions
on what paperwork to bring with you if you need to travel with either an unaffected or repaired MacBook Pro.)
Regardless, the Independent Repair Program is absolutely a positive move for Apple, and we applaud the company for making it. But we remain
somewhat troubled by Apple’s paternalistic tone and the implications implicit in it. Apple’s Williams said, “When a repair is needed, a customer
should have confidence the repair is done right.”
That’s also true, but it’s none of Apple’s business unless Apple is doing the repair. If I choose to take my iPhone to an independent repair shop that
is clearly not affiliated with Apple, the relationship is between that repair shop and me, and Apple is not a party to it. If I’m unhappy with the repair,
it would be unreasonable to assume it was Apple’s fault in any way, and I’d take it up with the repair shop.
It’s just like with cars. Most of the time, I choose to have my Nissan Leaf serviced by a local independent mechanic who I trust more than the
nearby dealer. I don’t need or want Nissan involved with general maintenance like having the brakes done. But for concerns related to the fact that
it’s an electric car, I’d be happy to take it to the Nissan dealer so they could bring their proprietary tools and expertise to bear. (Happily, being an
electric car with many fewer moving parts and fewer fluids, it hasn’t suffered from as many issues as the gas cars we’ve owned.)
Buy the Best Lightning to USB Adapter for iOS 13
by JOSH CENTERS
While at an Apple Store recently, I decided on a whim to grab a Lightning to USB
Camera Adapter. Testing iOS 13 gave me a couple of excellent reasons to do so since it offers
support for USB drives and mice.
Indeed, when I plugged a USB mouse into the adapter and connected it to my 10.5-inch
iPad Pro, it worked. While using a mouse to control an iPad is a neat novelty, it remains to be
seen how useful mouse support in iOS will be overall. One clear benefit is that it allows you to
work further away from the iPad so you can use it more like a traditional desktop.
Next, I tried plugging in a USB thumb drive
and promptly received an error saying that the
accessory requires too much power. Drat.
Happily, I was able to work around this
limitation by plugging a powered USB hub into the adapter and connecting my thumb drive to the
hub. The downside of this workaround is the amount of gear involved: a USB cable from Apple’s
adapter to the hub and the hub’s beefy charging brick. I’d prefer not to travel with such a collection.
Plus, the Lightning to USB Camera Adapter supports only USB 2.0 speeds, which aren’t ideal for
transferring data quickly.
So I (figuratively) kicked myself when I learned that Apple sells another Lightning to USB adapter that works better for this scenario: the
Lightning to USB 3 Camera Adapter. It costs only $10 more and supports USB 3.0 speeds, at least on iPad Pro models. More importantly, it
features both a USB-A port and a Lightning passthrough port. The Lightning passthrough port is helpful because you can connect a normal
Lightning cable to it, and plug that Lightning cable into one of Apple’s tiny USB wall chargers. Then it can both charge your device and power
accessories like thumb drives.
Another alternative is to buy a thumb drive with a Lighting plug. Yes, they exist, but most people probably already have a collection of standard
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Can’t wait for the next newsletter to see what the guys and gals at Joy of Tech are up to? Then simply go on over to their
website and see past and current cartoons and other things
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USB flash drives lying around.
The real question is why Apple continues to make and sell the old, inferior Lightning to USB Camera Adapter. I can’t imagine there’s much
difference in manufacturing costs between the two adapters, so the older adapter’s only advantages are its lower cost and slightly smaller size.

Computer Security
Significant iOS Vulnerabilities Used Against Uyghur Muslims in China
by RICH MOGULL ADAM ENGST
On 29 August 2019, Google’s Project Zero security research team released
the details of a major series of attacks against iOS using sophisticated,
zero-day exploits on a scale unprecedented in the iOS world. (Wired has a less
technical summary of the Project Zero report, which is aimed at security
professionals.) This is the most significant iOS security incident we are aware of
since the launch of the iPhone. And while it’s extremely unlikely that any
TidBITS readers had their devices compromised, the news remains a
concerning development.
What Happened
In early 2019, Google Project Zero researchers discovered a series of exploits
hosted on hacked Web sites. While most of the attacks worked only on older
versions of iOS, one of them could compromise devices running the latest
version of iOS and all its security patches. In the security world, that’s called a
“zero-day” attack, and yes, that’s where Google’s security research team got its name.
Google reported the vulnerabilities to Apple in February 2019, and Apple patched them 6 days later with the release of iOS 12.1.4. At the time,
iOS 12.1.4 seemed more important for its fix of a FaceTime bug that let a caller listen in on another FaceTime user while the device was ringing (see
“Apple Re-Enables Group FaceTime with iOS 12.1.4 and macOS 10.14.3 Supplemental Update,” 7 February 2019). But if you look at the
security notes for iOS 12.1.4, you’ll notice fixes for problems in Foundation and IOKit that acknowledge an anonymous researcher, Clement
Lecigne of Google Threat Analysis Group, and Ian Beer and Samuel Groß of Google Project Zero. (Beer and Groß wrote the Project Zero report as
well.)
How Did the Attack Work?
Infection was easy: if a user visited one of the hacked Web sites using an iOS device, that device would be infected with implanted malware
without having to interact with the user in any way. That malware could monitor the infected device’s GPS location data in real time, up to once per
minute. It could also steal files on the device, which allowed it to:
• Read plain text just like the device’s owner sees in instant messaging apps whose communications are otherwise end-to-end encrypted (Messages,
WhatsApp, Telegram, and Google Hangouts)
• Access the user’s email in apps like Gmail
• Download a complete copy of the user’s contacts database
• Extract copies of all the user’s photos
• Read login tokens that would allow accounts to be compromised in other ways
• Report the device ID back to command-and-control servers, and receive commands to read data from newly specified apps
The attack was not persistent, so restarting an infected device cleared the malware. However, most people don’t restart their iPhones often, so this
probably didn’t help many of the victims.
As noted, these attacks didn’t target individuals but were aimed at anyone visiting certain Web sites. That’s what the security world calls a
“watering hole” attack, since the attacker just waits for its prey to come to drink, much as a crocodile waits for a thirsty animal to get a little too close.
Although Google’s description did not identify the Web sites in question, it suggested that the attack type “indicated a group making a sustained
effort to hack the users of iPhones in certain communities over a period of at least two years.” Within a few days, sources familiar with the matter told
TechCrunch’s Zach Whittaker that the Web sites hacks were part of a state-backed attack—almost certainly the Chinese government—designed
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to target the Uyghur community in China’s Xinjiang state. This isn’t a stretch; Coda has documented numerous other ways that China surveils
the Uyghurs of Xinjiang.
If it seems odd to you that the Chinese government would target only Uyghurs using iOS, you’re not alone. Anonymous sources have now told
Thomas Brewster of Forbes that Android and Windows were also targeted. It’s unclear if Google’s researchers even realized that the sites were
targeting other operating systems, and one source told Forbes that Project Zero had only seen iOS exploits being served from the hacked sites. No
details about those attacks have been revealed yet, but the iOS attacks are more relevant to Apple users.
Am I at Risk?
Unless you’re part of or involved with the Uyghur community in Xinjiang, almost certainly not. First off, because Google reported all the exploits
to Apple quickly, and Apple responded by patching them all in iOS within days, you’re protected from these particular attacks as long as you’re
running an updated version of iOS. The implant malware could also be removed merely by restarting the iPhone.
Second, there’s no indication that these attacks were distributed beyond Uyghur-focused Web sites. Had these attacks been used to target users—
particularly higher value government or corporate users—they would likely have been discovered much more quickly. These particular attacks
weren’t subtle in how they transmitted data back to their command-and-control servers, not even encrypting it with HTTPS. Such unusual upload
patterns would likely be detected by savvy network administrators.
Third, iOS remains the safest consumer computing platform available, especially on current devices that feature additional hardware defenses.
There will always be exploits, but it’s worth noting that iOS exploits are the most expensive available from “digital arms dealers” on the underground
market for security vulnerabilities. Thus, they’re most likely to be used by deep-pocketed governments (or their private contractors) for political and
military purposes.
None of this should be interpreted as meaning that we’re safe from as-yet-undiscovered attacks. Of course, that’s always true.
What Should I Do?
We have to assume that attacks like this are still happening and will continue into the future. So what should everyday users do?
Unfortunately, apart from staying up to date with security fixes, there’s nothing we as users can do to protect ourselves from these and similar sorts
of attacks. Stories like this show why sticking with an old version of an operating system can result in unanticipated problems. Using recent devices
will also help, since Apple continually improves hardware defenses.
However, if you’re in a sensitive situation due to a government or corporate job, or due to your political activity, you should get security advice
from professionals, not from articles you read on the Internet.
What Should Apple Do?
For the most part, Apple should continue to do what it has been doing for years. The company puts significant effort and resources into hardening
its devices and operating systems, and the more secure Apple hardware and software products are, the less likely that Apple users will be vulnerable to
attacks from hostile governments or organized crime. It’s unfortunate that increased security sometimes makes it harder to perform tasks that were
once simple, but when Apple, a company known for emphasizing ease of use, makes those tradeoffs, there’s a good reason.
One improvement that Apple could make would be to develop an Administrator app that a security or other technology professional could install
to gain insight into what their phone is doing by reading logs, showing running processes, reporting on open network connections, and so on—
think of it as the iOS love child of the Mac’s Activity Monitor, Console, and Network Utility. Some researchers are calling for Apple to open iOS to
certain categories of security tools, but that risks the bad guys exploiting such raw capabilities as they have on basically every other platform. Apple
already has such monitoring running as internal processes—iOS is still Unix, after all—so creating a trusted, on-device-only tool could both help
security professionals identify unusual activity indicative of a compromised device and help regular system administrators with common support
tasks. It wouldn’t meet every research need, but it could be a valuable middle ground to provide professionals with better visibility into their devices.
In addition, Apple should keep paying bug bounties to researchers. Apple is currently expanding that program, and it offers some of the highest
dollar payouts in the industry. That’s essential, given that Apple—like Google and Microsoft—is competing against the underground market for
security vulnerabilities.
Apple should also continue to hold the line on strong encryption and device defenses. Creating backdoors for law enforcement of any nation,
including the United States, will almost certainly lead to the company being forced to open access to other governments, or to leaks and
compromises that will lead to the oppression of entire populations.
In the end, we hope we’ve conveyed the significance of what Google’s Project Zero revealed: a widespread attack targeting an entire population
that both evolved and remained undetected for several years. It’s essential that we understand the level to which our phones can be used against us,
which means that there will always be those who will try to convert them into tools for monitoring and control. Simultaneously, we hope you
understand that most—perhaps all—TidBITS readers have nothing to worry about, either from these particular attacks or from similar watering
hole attacks in the future. And note that this is yet another instance of the increasing tension between governments and the tech giants. How that
story will continue to play out remains to be seen.
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Travel

Real-World Observations about Mapping Apps
by ADAM ENGST
Last month, Tonya and I spent two weeks in Switzerland, where the public transit system
is, at least to us Americans, utterly amazing. It seems that it’s possible to go just about
anywhere in the country via transit, and let me tell you, the buses, trams, and trains really do
run with the punctuality for which the Swiss—a nation of watchmakers—are known.
While we were there, the apps I used the most were Apple Maps and Google Maps. We
had a Swiss Travel Pass that provided free passage on all but the mountain railways (where it
gave us a discount), and nearly every day found us mapping routes to our next adventure or
destination. I used both apps heavily, often simultaneously, and came up with some
observations that you might find helpful on your next trip.
Mapping Apps Use Lots of Power
Unless your iPhone battery is in great shape, I strongly recommend having an external
battery pack with you when traveling. Losing access to mapping apps because of a dead
iPhone will be extremely stressful. My iPhone X still has a Battery Health Maximum Capacity of 94%, and only once or twice was I in danger of
running out of battery before we stopped for the day. However, I always put it in Low Power Mode in the morning to reduce power usage.
Embarrassingly, I didn’t realize it at the time, but I could have added a Low Power Mode button to Control Center to avoid the trip to Settings >
Battery every day.
As I noted in “Orange Holiday Europe: A Cheap 4G SIM for Your European Vacation” (22 July 2019), Tonya’s iPhone 6s had more
problems. It suffered from a Battery Health Maximum Capacity of only 88% despite her replacement battery being newer than my iPhone X, so
she always carried an external battery and still restricted her usage to essentials. As a result, I did almost all the mapping, since those apps drained her
battery all the more quickly.
Apple Maps Better for Walking
Apart from one day when we borrowed a tremendously cute Smart Fortwo
from a friend, we walked or took transit everywhere. Or, more accurately, we
walked and took transit everywhere, since getting to and from stations always
required some walking, and we were also exploring Lausanne, Lucerne, and
Geneva on foot. Since I was using both Apple Maps and Google Maps, I’d try
walking directions in one, then the other, or sometimes both at the same time.
Apple Maps did a better job with walking directions than Google Maps due to
its special place within the Apple ecosystem. It sent turn-by-turn directions,
complete with custom haptics, to my Apple Watch, and it took over the Lock
screen, so I could quickly glance at the screen to see how we were doing. In
contrast, Google Maps was limited to notifications. And although I can’t quite
find the words, I found Apple Maps walking directions more reassuring and
solid, making it more comfortable to use in the moment.
Apple Maps Lock Screen Prevents Camera Use
Apple Maps taking over the Lock screen could be helpful, but it also proved
annoying. We were in tourist mode, so I often wanted to whip out my iPhone, Walking direction screens. Left: Apple Maps. Right: Google
tap the camera button on the Lock screen, and take a quick snapshot. When
Maps.
Apple Maps was on the Lock screen, it removed the camera button, forcing me to
unlock the iPhone and open the Camera app manually. While walking, paying attention to the map, and talking with Tonya, losing access to the
Lock screen camera shortcut made for some awkward interactions.
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I didn’t think of it at the time, but I could have added the Camera to
Control Center (Settings > Control Center > Customize Controls) and
accessed it more quickly by swiping down from the upper-right corner of my
iPhone X, even when on the Maps-occupied Lock screen. I’d recommend
setting that up in advance if you plan to use Apple Maps for walking
directions when you also want to be able to take a photo quickly.
Both Apps Show the Direction You’re Pointing
Over the years, my main problem with walking directions, regardless of
app, has been figuring out the direction in which to start. Both Apple and
Google have improved their apps in this regard. In the past, I’d often find
myself walking half a block
before it was clear that I had
guessed wrong about which
direction to go initially. The
icon that indicates your
position now gives an
indication of which way
Directional icons. Left: Apple Maps. you’re pointing, so you can
usually just turn around slowly
Right: Google Maps.
Left: Tap the green + button for an item in the More
to figure out which way to go.
Controls list to add it to the Include list above, as I’ve
The only problem with this is that the icons can be fairly small, and if your
already done with Camera. Right: Bring up Control
close-up vision isn’t great and you’re in bright sunshine, it can be challenging
Center and tap the Camera button to switch to the
to read the screen well enough to determine direction. Even with the
camera from the Lock screen.
directional icon, I always checked that we were going the right way and several
times had to admit that I’d sent us in the wrong direction. Which, as a guy equipped with high-tech mapping gear, was tough.
Large Stations Can Still Be Confusing
When you take the train into Geneva, you arrive at Gare Cornavin, a massive transit hub for both trains and local trams and buses. The problem,
and neither app did a good job of helping us, is that there are at least two rather widely separated spots to catch buses or trams. Both apps could tell
us which number bus or tram to use, but neither was able to tell us where to
find it. Worse, because there were multiple routes that would work and time
kept passing, as we tried to figure out what to do, the possibilities—and where
to get the recommended bus—kept changing. Since we had arrived late at night
and were exhausted, it was all the more stressful.
I have no helpful suggestions about how to resolve this problem. The simple
fact is that sometimes, even with these advanced mapping apps, you need some
local knowledge to be able to navigate a transit system effectively.
Walking Directions While in a Transit Route Suck
As I noted, setting up a route via transit almost always requires walking to get
to the station. The problem is that neither app does a good job of providing
those necessary walking directions. Both show you a map with lines that
indicates where to go, but neither gives you turn-by-turn directions while you’re
walking, forcing you to watch your iPhone and look for turns manually the
entire time. I could have sworn they didn’t show the directional icons either, but
perhaps that was merely me not being able to see the screen well while walking
in bright sun. Regardless, why can’t these apps provide the same interface for
walking directions while in a transit route?
I sometimes ended up setting up our transit route in Google Maps before
switching out to Apple Maps for separate walking directions to the first station.
That was more effective, but particularly in downtown Geneva, Apple and
Google often disagreed not just about the best way to get somewhere, but how it

Walking directions while in a transit route were less
than ideal, and often disagreed. Left: Apple Maps.
Right: Google Maps.
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could be done at all, forcing us to pick one and stick to it. I suspect either would have worked, but much like when you were a kid and depending
on your parents to navigate, it was disconcerting to have them argue.
Bus Routes Aren’t Always as the App Suggests
On our first night in Geneva, after we finally guessed at which bus to take from Gare Cornavin to the Airbnb where we were staying, I was
somewhat concerned to see our moving location in Google Maps deviate from the predicted blue line. Luckily, we were still going in the right
direction, so we stuck with it, and the bus did eventually rejoin the predicted route and stop where we needed. But because you sometimes have to
make quick decisions about whether to stay on a bus or get off because it’s going the wrong way, that deviation made for a fraught few minutes.
Bus Stop Names Don’t Always Match Up
Also trying were the times when the names of bus stops didn’t
match with what the mapping apps advertised. The discrepancies
weren’t huge, but when you’re already somewhat at sea due to not
speaking the language of the area, it can induce uncertainty.
For instance, at one point, both Apple Maps and Google Maps
told us to get off at “Cointrin, De-Joinville,” with the previous stops
being “Vernier, Balexert-Pailly” and “Vernier, Floralies,” but the
screen in the bus that advertised upcoming stops read merely
“Balexert-Pailly,” “Floralies,” and “De-Joinville.” It’s easy to see that
the first word is being dropped when you have time to reflect, but
when you’re hot and tired at the end of a long day and you’re
squished into a standing-room-only bus with your backpack, the fact
that the names start with different words can be tough to parse. In
short, be aware that the mapping apps may use slightly different
names.
The buses always advertised their stops, but it was disconcerting
It’s Hard to Preview New Routes While on Transit
when they didn’t match up with what the mapping apps
One of the reasons to have at least two mapping apps available at all
claimed. Yes, I could have cropped to show just the screen, but
times is that when you’re on a train in the middle of a transit route, it’s
where’s the fun in that?
tricky to stop and restart the route, as you might want to do if you
want to preview a different possibility or need to switch to a slightly different eventual destination.
That’s because the apps have no way of knowing that you’re already on a train, so they’ll try to direct you to the closest station, which may be
behind you or require taking an entirely different transit option if you were on foot at your current location.
I learned quickly that it was best to let Google Maps keep routing
us while I switched out to Apple Maps to check out a different route
possibility or to ponder what would be involved with the next day’s
travel.
Beware the Last Bus of the Day
One day we traveled from Grindelwald in the Swiss Alps to
Geneva, which involved five trains, two buses, a funicular, a cable
car, and a tram, along with bumming a car ride. That was because
we went to Moléson for via ferrata and hiking—separately, since
Tonya wouldn’t be caught dead clambering up a mountain face that
looked like this.
Once we had reconvened at the stunningly scenic restaurant
halfway up the mountain (you took the funicular to the restaurant
level and then the cable car to the top, or in our case, back down
from the top, since I went straight up and Tonya hiked around and
It’s not recommended for those with a fear of heights and is
up to the peak), I mapped out the rest of the trip to Geneva and was
undoubtedly
considered wimping out by real climbers, but I
shocked to see that it was predicted to take 18 hours, rather than the
found
via
ferrata
to be big fun. And yes, I kept myself clipped in
3 hours I had expected.
to the steel cable the entire time.
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The problem was that the last bus for the day between Moléson and Gruyere—yes,
where they make the cheese—had run for the day at 6:37 PM, and it was just after 7
PM. Both mapping apps therefore thought we should wait until 7 AM the next
morning. Luckily, a Swiss family that had also been climbing kindly agreed to give us a
ride into Gruyere, saving us a forced 4-kilometer march with full backpacks in an
attempt to make the last train out of Gruyere.
Missing this bus took us by surprise because we had become accustomed to being
able to go anywhere on the Swiss transit system, at any time. But of course, not all
routes run at night. To co-opt a phrase, caveat viator! And read my next after-the-fact
observation below.
Remember That You Can Set the Route Start Time
Most of the time when you’re using a mapping app, you want to go from your
current location to some destination, leaving shortly. You probably know that you can
Moléson. Just another gorgeous bit of Swiss
a l s o g e t mountain scenery that was quite relaxing until
directions
we started planning the next leg of the trip.
between two
arbitrary places, but you may not have realized that you can also change the
leaving time when getting transit directions. That’s important if you need to
sync up your day’s activities with transit schedules.
In Apple Maps, once you set up your route, but before you tap Go, tap
the Leaving Soon link in the From line, and set the desired date and time.
Similarly, In Google Maps, after you set your start and destination spots,
but before you pick one of the suggested routes, tap the Depart At menu
and set a different date and time. When I did this, I discovered that Google
Maps offers a Last option for any given day, which would have been nice to
know that day we were on Moléson!

Setting a different leaving time in Apple Maps.
What If There’s No Connectivity?
Neither Apple Maps nor Google Maps ever complained
about not being able to download necessary map data while we
were in Switzerland. However, our iPhones sometimes showed
only the EDGE status icon instead of 3G, 4G, or LTE, and we
occasionally noticed the dreaded No Service status as well.
Offline maps could have been helpful in such a situation. The
other utility of offline maps is that you could put your iPhone
in airplane mode to save battery power or to avoid data charges
while still being able to navigate. (Your iPhone’s GPS remains
active in airplane mode as long as you’re running iOS 8.2 or
later.)
In conversations with friends after we got back, one person
pointed out that we could have gotten Google Maps to
diﬀerent
time
in Google
Maps.
Note
thepinch
option
download offline maps for the areas we were in. Just tap the hamburgerSetting
menu inathe
upper-leftleaving
corner, tap
Offline
Maps, tap
Custom
Map,
to
to find the last run of the day.
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fit the desired map area into
the screen, and tap
Download.
Another friend
recommended a different
app—Maps.me, which offers
free, offline maps with
turn-by-turn directions. It
looks like a competent
mapping app on the iPhone,
although you must still
download maps for the
desired location while you do
have connectivity. Note that
Maps.me supports transit
routes in only a limited
number of cities. Oddly, that
list includes Lausanne, but no
other cities in Switzerland.
Apple Maps has no
user-controllable provisions
for offline usage, but it
Beware that an entire country’s worth of maps could consume significant space on your iPhone.
supposedly caches everything
along a route once you tap
Go. Plus, if you load an area and zoom in everywhere you might
want to go in that area, Apple Maps may cache that data for offline
viewing as well. Frankly, I think you’d be insane to gamble on an
automatic caching algorithm providing reliable offline navigation.
This limitation of Apple Maps is just another reason why you should
always have multiple mapping apps available. If you have other
recommendations, leave a comment!
A Low-Tech Finale
One final note that’s specific to Switzerland. The most
disconcerting thing about the Swiss transit system for us was how we
paid for passage. We had each bought a Swiss Travel Pass, which
cost about $550 per person, but that meant that we paid only a
small, discounted amount for the mountain train that took us up the
Eiger to start our 12-mile hike on the Eiger Trail and the
funicular/cable car combination up Moléson. Every other trip was
free, as was entrance to nearly all museums in the country, so it
turned out to be well worth the price.
But the Swiss Travel Pass was literally a piece of paper, and it
turned out that you used by writing the month and day into a pair
of boxes before you rode each day, since it was good for only 15 days
of travel within a 30-day timeframe. We didn’t realize this because
Once you download maps for the desired region, you can use
that detail was buried in the middle of a page of 6-point text in
Maps.me entirely oﬄine.
multiple languages. On the first bus we took, we continued to be
confused about how to use our passes and the driver, who didn’t speak English, just grunted at us when we asked. It turns out that the buses are
largely an honor system, with no pass checking that we saw.
However, two days later, when we took our first train, the conductor took pity on us for not having written the date on each pass before getting on
the train and let us off with what I expect is the standard clueless tourist warning. It seemed like an oddly backward system for a country that prides
itself on efficiency, and it left us longing for London’s tap-in, tap-out approach that works with Apple Pay and other NFC-enabled payment
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platforms. I have to think that the
Swiss would love having everything
encapsulated within an app that
would engender additional
appreciation of the precision and
punctuality of their transit system.

Imagine—a paper ticket!

Photography
Thoughts on Sharing Vacation Photos
by ADAM ENGST
Along with navigation (see “Real-World Observations about Mapping Apps,” 19 August 2019), one of the top vacation uses of an iPhone is for
taking photos—as the saying goes, the best camera is the one in your pocket. In a typical week, I might take a couple of photos, but over the two
weeks while Tonya and I were traveling in Switzerland, I snapped over 1000. Switzerland is unreasonably scenic, so it was nearly impossible to resist
yet another postcard-perfect shot of a gorgeous Alpine valley. Despite that compulsion, now and then I’d try to take a step back and think about why
I was taking a photo. They fall into a few categories, and tied up in each is how I might share any given photo:
• “Remember when…”: Some photos are meant to be
documentation that could serve to jog our memories in the
distant future—“Oh, that’s right, that was the day I did the
via ferrata in Mürren and met Ruth from Scotland and
Andreas from the Netherlands.” These don’t need much
sharing.
• “Thinking of you”: Other shots are meant for sharing
instantly. My uncle is a gourmet cook with a lot of Le
Creuset cookware, so when we stumbled on a colorful
window display in a Le Creuset outlet in Lucerne, we had to
take a picture to send to him.
• “Aren’t we cute?”: Selfies are awkward for us to take. Our problem is both generational and cultural,
but we seldom think of taking them, and when we do, we have trouble arranging our faces into that
perfect “Look how much fun we’re having!” expression. But the benefit, as I’m slowly learning, is that
the photos are much more interesting to friends and relatives if
you’re in them. Although we didn’t take that many, we shared
all the selfies that came out well.
• “That’s a great shot”: There’s something deep inside me that
wants to record—to own in some fundamental way—what
Not actually a selfie, since I
I’m seeing by taking a photo. The more beautiful the scenery,
wasn’t using a super-long selfie
the more I want that picture for posterity. The bulk of my
stick. Ruth from Glasgow took
photos fall into this category, but the mere number of them
this one of me while we were
detracts from their impact, particularly when sharing them. It’s
climbing.
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not that once you’ve seen one stunning Alpine lake, you’ve seen them all, but it’s easier to appreciate each shot in isolation.
Immediate Sharing with Family
We have a private Slack group for our immediate family members, and one of the best uses of it has been for
sharing vacation photos during a trip. Every day, when we were done hiking or exploring, we’d post a couple of
photos—generally scenery and selfies—to the #general channel that everyone in the family can see. If we had taken
photos specifically for our son Tristan, such as of the architecture at the Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne,
we’d post those separately in the private channel we share with him.
This approach worked tremendously well, since it didn’t require us to spend much time fussing with photos
during the trip, and we could give a sentence or two of travelogue to explain each one. Since it was just family, we
didn’t have to think about how the photos might be received by the public, which made things easier. Even
selecting the photos for this article was a bit stressful, since I wanted them to be as nice as possible while
simultaneously illustrating the point I was trying to make.
That’s relevant because sharing to Facebook (or its wholly owned subsidiary Instagram) or Twitter is a
completely different act. I’ve never been comfortable with large-scale sharing via social media, and I have an
ever-deepening revulsion for these companies and their services based on how they manipulate their users for profit
and are abused by state actors to influence society at large (see “Fed Up with Facebook? Move Your Family to
Slack,” 12 February 2019).
Your opinions may vary, and while Slack may not be the ideal solution for your family, I’d still encourage you to figure out a way to share vacation
photos easily with the people with whom you’re most close. A Messages conversation or even plain old email would work, although we’ve found on
past trips that email takes more effort to compose and can result in long conversations you don’t want to have while on vacation.
Full-Scale Sharing with Your Traveling Companions
If you’re with your spouse, family members, or friends on your trip, you’ll probably want to share photos with them as well. Tonya tended not to
take a photo if I was already doing so, but she did capture some nice ones of me that I wanted, and she also wanted to be able to see my photos on
her devices. Alas, despite Apple’s purported support for families, the company has never acknowledged that many families want to share a single
photo collection. (Yes, there’s the automatically created shared Family album if you use Family Sharing, but it’s just a shared album and doesn’t meet
the desire of wanting to share all photos.)
Despite that ongoing limitation in Apple’s photo solutions, the Sharing Suggestions in Photos
in iOS 12 are pretty neat. If you’ve identified the people in your photos using the People feature,
Photos automatically suggests that you share photos from the event with those people (see
“Inside iOS 12: Photos Encourages More Engagement,” 25 September 2018). In our case, it
suggested that I share my photos with Tonya every day, and that she share hers with me. Because
we often had only slow hotel Wi-Fi, it was more of a batch process, where the photos didn’t
show up right away but would be there at a later date. (The Sharing Suggestions disappear after
some time, so I can’t show a screenshot of us starting the process.)
My understanding is that Google Photos allows you to share all your photos with a
partner, which is arguably a better system. We’re sufficiently invested in Apple’s ecosystem that
we’ve never seriously investigated using Google Photos, but if you’re looking for complete library
sharing with your spouse or partner, it’s worth a look. As with YouTube or any other Google
service, make sure you’re comfortable with the fact that you’re giving Google a lot more personal
data.
When you agree to Photos’ Sharing
Curated Sharing with Friends
Suggestions, you can send a link in
Although we also messaged an occasional photo to a particular friend a few times during the
Messages
(left), and when the other
trip, we mostly held off on sharing with friends until we got home. Since then, lots of people have
person taps it, they can download all
asked us about the trip, of course, and we wanted to show them what we’d seen.
the
original images into their copy of
But wow, talk about work! About 825 photos survived my initial purges of duplicate or fuzzy
Photos (right)
photos, and it took me hours to scan through them and select about 100 for sharing. Some of that
time was spent doing quick editing—mostly clicking the Auto Enhance button in Photos and
deciding if I preferred the new version to the original by pressing the M key while in Edit mode.
No Thanks for the Memories
There is an easier way out: use what Photos creates for you in Memories, which includes an automatically selected collection of photos and an
automatically generated video. If you like what Photos has done, you can add the Memory to your favorites so it sticks around; otherwise it will
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disappear at some point. And you can share both the video and the individual photos in the Memory.
But I found Memories annoyingly inflexible for sharing. If the algorithm failed to pick up a photo you wanted to include, too bad. It may seem
like you can delete photos, but doing so deletes them from your library completely, not just from the Memory (in other words, it’s not like an
album). The automatic video may not even include all the photos in the Memory, but at least it’s possible to add and remove photos in the Memory
from the movie, at least in iOS. (Play the movie, and then tap the screen while it’s playing to reveal and tap Edit.)
You can export and share the movie, and that may be both the easiest option and the one Apple wants you to do. Personally, I prefer still images
that I can flip through in many cases, so I wanted to share the photos themselves instead. And then we’re back to not being able to add or delete
photos from the Memory.
Choose between Shared Albums and iCloud Photo Links
My solution was to create an album of the photos I wanted to share. (Hint: In the Image menu in the Mac version of Photos is an Add to
lastAlbum command with a keyboard shortcut of Command-Control-A. That makes scanning through photos and adding them to an album
much easier.) Once I’d had an album, I could turn it into a Memory to get the automatically generated video, and more to the point, I could use
that collection as a starting point for sharing.
Photos has two ways of sharing in iOS: shared albums and iCloud Photo Links, but in the Mac version of Photos, you can only create shared
albums. In both cases, you can get a Web URL to the entire collection of images and share it with anyone such that they can see the images in a
Web browser. So what’s the difference?
As far as I can tell, since Apple doesn’t seem to document iCloud
Photo Links in relation to iOS, just in the context of iCloud.com,
an iCloud Photo Link results in the photos being shared via iCloud
on the Web for 30 days. Anyone with the link can see their
thumbnails, switch to showing one image at a time, and scroll
through with the arrow keys. There’s an optional thumbnail browser
at the bottom of the screen when viewing a single image, but no
slideshow mode.
But what sets an iCloud Photo Link collection apart from a shared
album is that Download button. Click it and you’re given the option
of downloading all the photos, either as files or by importing directly
The overview (left) and single-image view (right) when viewing
into your iCloud Photos. This is a great option for sending photos to
someone who you know uses iCloud Photos and will want the
images in their Photos library, and it also works for someone who
might want to download the originals but doesn’t use Apple devices.
(I used it for sharing photos after the fact with my via ferrata climbing
companions.) At least on my Mac, the download comes in as a HEIF
image (with a confusing .HEIC filename extension, sigh) along with
a QuickTime movie if the image was a Live Photo. I would guess that
downloads would be JPEGs on other platforms.
In contrast, when you create a shared album, you have slightly
different options. (First, turn them on if necessary in Settings > YourName > iCloud > Photos in iOS and in System Preferences > iCloud > Photos >
Options on the Mac.) You can share a shared album explicitly with people who have iCloud accounts, at which point the shared album appears in
Photos, or with anyone via a link, if you turn on the Public Website switch for the album.
These are quite different use cases. When you share an album with
someone who has an iCloud account, they can not only see the
images in Photos itself, they can like or comment on each photo, and
if you enable the option, they can also add photos to the album. If
they want to retain the photos locally for posterity, they can simply
drag them from the shared album to another album.
However, when you select the Public Website option for a shared
album, they can view the album’s photos on a Web page in an
attractive grid format. Clicking a photo displays it on its own, and it’s
also possible to make it full-screen, download the image, or display all
the photos as a slideshow. Sadly, it’s not possible for the viewer to like
Shared albums appear in the sidebar in Photos for those with
or comment on a photo, although it’s easy to see why Apple limited
whom you share explicitly.
such behavior to iCloud users given that the URL could get out and
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be seen by anyone on the Internet. Of course, if that happened, it would
be easy to turn off the shared album.
I ended up sharing an iCloud Photo Link with the friend who put us
up for a few days at the start of the trip, since she wanted to see all the
photos and download some of the scenic ones for her own vacation
planning. The other benefit was the 30-day limit for the link, so she didn’t
have to think about or remove the shared album from Photos manually.
For the rest of our friends, I created a shared album and shared it with
Tonya in case she wanted to add any photos, but sent everyone else the
link to the public Web page.
If you enable the Public Website option, viewers see an
Which of these sharing methods will work best for your situation overview (left) and single-image view (right) when viewing
depends on what capabilities you want to provide to those viewing the
a shared album in a Web browser.
shared photos. And, of course, there are other alternatives if you want to
step further outside Apple’s Photos ecosystem. If you’ve found a particularly good solution for some form of photo-sharing that Photos doesn’t
support, share your experiences in the comments.

Apple TV
Avoid Netflix AutoPlay Previews on the Apple TV with Reelgood and WatchAid
by ADAM ENGST
After Josh Centers looked into the Reelgood and JustWatch video discovery services
(see “A Million Streams and Nothing to Watch? Reelgood and JustWatch to the
Rescue!,” 21 June 2019), I stumbled on not one but two partial solutions to the
problem of Netflix assaulting us with autoplay previews (see “#DeathToAutoPlay—
No More Audio and Video That Plays Automatically!,” 6 February 2019).
Reelgood to the Rescue, Sort Of
It turns out that Reelgood publishes an Apple TV app as part of its iOS Reelgood
app. Although the app is simple—it doesn’t let you do any of the searching or
browsing that you can do in the iOS app or the Web app—it does provide one key
feature: you can open a movie or TV show on one of your Reelgood watchlists in
Netflix directly from the Reelgood app (with a brief pause for you to select your
account if you have multiple Netflix accounts).
That means you can use the Netflix app only for watching, and you don’t have to
subject yourself to Netflix’s user-hostile interface just to get to your show.
I say the Reelgood Apple TV app is a “partial” solution for two reasons. First,
although it can open a movie or TV show episode in the Netflix app, and it’s easy to
return to Reelgood afterward by pressing the Menu button, the Reelgood app doesn’t
know you finished watching. So you have to mark each one as watched when you’re
done by clicking the Seen It button. When you do that, Reelgood moves movies to the
Watched list or, for TV shows, presents the next episode.
Second, although we also watch some shows in Amazon Prime Video, Reelgood
can’t perform the same trick to open shows in the Amazon Prime Video app. That’s
disappointing since it means we can’t just initiate all watching from the Reelgood app.
Watch Better with WatchAid
While I was doing my background checking on the Reelgood app, I ran across a
mention of WatchAid, another app that lets you search for TV shows, add them to a
queue, and then initiate watching directly from the app. As with Reelgood, WatchAid
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provides an iOS app with an Apple TV adjunct. Unlike Reelgood, you
can use WatchAid’s Apple TV app entirely on its own, or sync it with
your iOS devices. If you put WatchAid on the top row of your Apple
TV’s main screen, it even shows preview thumbnails for your shows when
you have the icon selected.
Initially, WatchAid seemed like a complete win for us, since it can open
shows in both Netflix and Amazon Prime Video (plus other services), and
when you exit out of the destination app by pressing the Menu button,
WatchAid asks if you’d like to mark that episode as watched.
WatchAid also lets you populate your queue from within the Apple TV
app. It lacks a category or genre browser, and its search capability is fussy
due to the standard Apple TV search interface, but when you do find a

show, you can follow it or view episodes to pick up in the middle. Just
select the show you want to watch next, and WatchAid asks if you want to
mark later shows as not yet watched.
On the downside, WatchAid’s database is less complete and less
accurate than Reelgood’s. For instance, WatchAid thinks 3rd Rock from
the Sun is available with a Netflix subscription (it’s not) and doesn’t realize
it’s available with an Amazon Prime subscription (it is). WatchAid also
doesn’t yet know that Netflix has just released season 3 of Glow. Plus, the
WatchAid app frequently fails to connect to its server and requires clicking
a Retry or Cancel button. Minor, but annoying.

ExtraBITS
FileMaker Retakes the Claris Name after 21 Years -- FileMaker Inc. has announced that it will once again be known as Claris, indicating a larger
vision for the Apple subsidiary.
Disney Will Bundle Disney+, Hulu, and ESPN+ for $12.99 Per Month -- Disney says it will bundle Disney+, Hulu, and ESPN+ for the same
price as Netflix’s standard streaming plan. Is this essentially just an introductory rate to be followed by a price hike or is Disney setting a new low
mark that competitors will have to match?
Apple Starts Locking iPhone Batteries to Thwart Independent Repair -- Apple has made it so that if the batteries in the latest iPhones are
replaced by their owners or independent repair shops, iOS displays an ominous message questioning the battery’s authenticity, even if it’s a genuine
Apple battery.
Apple Music for Artists Opens to All Artists -- Apple has opened up its Apple Music for Artists program for all musicians who have music on
Apple Music and iTunes.
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Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus’ Tips
The Cool Little Apple Watch Trick

And BOOM! The Grid disappears and the glorious List appears in its
place:

When you press the Digital Crown to access the apps on your Apple
Watch, the default is Grid View, with little icons in little circles,
something like this:

I hated that view. My fingers are too fat; my eyes are too old; and the
icons are too tiny. So, I found a solution ages ago—long-press on the
grid and choose List View:

Turn the Digital Crown or swipe up or down, but either way you'll
never deal with those tiny, icky little icons ever again... (Unless or until
you want to; if so, long-press the list and choose Grid View.)
And that's my cool Apple Watch tip of the week!

Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus

Reprinted with Bob LeVitus’ permission. Sign up for Bob’s free Insiders Mailing List and receive seven free productivity lessons
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.
Smoking is not permitted on the premises.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at the CityMac store located within the University Village Shopping
Center at 5020 North Nevada. CityMac sits right next to the Xfnity Office and is across the street from Costco.
Directions:
Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd. heading East. Turn left on Nevada and then left on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past two
intersections and then park on the left in front of the CityMac Store
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

